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Jane’s African Violets
February 2022 Catalogue Minis, Semi minis,
Trailers

Jane Flood
18 Homestead Drive
Wauchope 2446
Phone: 02 65852683
Mobile: 0438 852683
Email: info@janesafricanviolets.com.au
www.janesafricanviolets.com.au
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CATALOGUE

1st Feb 2022

PRICE LIST
African Violet Leaves.
All leaves $3.00 each
Miniatures and Semi-miniatures; two leaves of the variety included for $3.00
Minimum order is 6 leaves, $18.00. Maximum of 20 leaves per order. Depending
on availability of leaves.
Soil free potting mix, (approx. 3 litres or 6 large 100mm pots per bag). $7.00

MASARAC RESERVOIRS
Maxiwell Reservoir with pot and wick; $7.00 each
Maxiwell Reservoir (no pot); $6.00 each
Miniwell Reservoirs (for miniature plants) with 55mm pot and wick; $3.00

Miniwells.
Black or green pots available. NO WHITE.
For miniature plants and mini leaves.

Maxiwell Reservoir Set
White only. Clear base.
Plant not included.
NOT FOR STARTING LEAVES IN. For fully grown standard plant.

100mm pots with wick $1 for standard plant. Fits Maxiwell Reservoir. Black or
white
70mm pots with wick
standard babies in.

$1 suitable for starting standard leaves and growing

55mm pots with wick

$0.50 for minis. Fits Miniwell reservoir. For Minis.
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T Labels 10 pack

$2.00

Wicks 2 meters (12 wicks) $2.00

PAYMENT. PayPal, Credit Card. Phone Jane with your card
numbers. DO NOT send in an email.
Bank transfer, BSB 932-000 A/C 500008760. J Flood.
Regional Australia Bank. Bank transfers take 3 business
days to be credited to my account. Please use OSKO transfer
for instant account transfer.
PayPal. Account: jflood16102@iprimus.com.au or use the
QR code via your PayPal app on your phone.

POSTAGE.
This will be advised when ordering. Depending on where you live. Due to freight
issues, most parcels are now being sent by Express Post. Cost is $21.00 for bag &
postage.
Include a phone number and email address. This is required by courier and Post.

DISPATCH.
Your selection will be processed on the weekend after receipt of your order and
payment. Your order will be posted/couriered on a Monday for same week
delivery. No orders sent on Public Holiday Weekends. All care will be taken in
packaging, but no responsibility can be accepted for loss or damage in transit.
Sometimes, orders may be delayed if I am not able to send on a particular
weekend. Your understanding is appreciated. (I do travel at times).

** SELECTIONS **.
Some varieties may not be available, so please include some alternative
choices. I have listed the available varieties at the time of updating, but this
can always change depending on the growth of each plant. New varieties will
be added as they become suitable to take leaves from during the year.
***** This is very important. I will be taking limited numbers of leaves off
plants to allow for growth. Many have just been repotted and will need to
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grow. *****PLEASE include substitutes or, if I need to substitute, I will select
something in a similar colour range as much as possible.
Sporting of some varieties, especially fantasies and bi colours may occur. This
can be due to temperature or growing conditions. I cannot offer any
guarantees in this regard. I wait for my plants to flower to check if they are
true, but sporting can happen anytime.

Not sure what to order? Jane can do a mixture of colours if you are unsure of
which ones to choose.

QUARANTINE.

DUE TO QUARANTINE RESTRICTIONS I AM UNABLE TO SEND
LEAVES TO NT, WA & Tasmania.
WA customers may apply to WA Dept. of Ag. for a permit to import up to 20
leaves. Cost involved with this service from WA Dept. of Ag. which the buyer
must pay. Contact Jane prior to arranging this as timing may not be suitable for me.

All photos in catalogue taken by Jane Flood.
Cover Photos: Top: Corroboree, Pueblo.
Bottom: Kazumi, Watermelon Wine, Tomahawk, Rob’s Rinky Dink.

Updated 1st Feb 2022.
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Jane’s African Violets 2022 Part 2. Miniatures/Semi Miniatures/Trailers (for bowls)

Please provide alternatives for your choices. 1 leaf set 2
leaves) per person of each variety choice. ALL VARIETIES WILL
HAVE LIMITED LEAVES AVAILABLE DUE TO DEMAND FOR
ORDERS.
CODEWORD TO PLACE AN ORDER: “Flynn”
Payment before I pack orders. I’m like any other business, no payment,
no pack! I pack leaf orders in the order I receive payment.
Some varieties are limited due to being small plants and I do pick two leaves per order for each
variety. I may only have one plant of some varieties to take leaves from.

Miniatures

Fully grown have a diameter of 10cms

Dawn Michelle (A. Buchanan/R. Nadeau) Single bright pink. Dark green, plain.
Miniature

Frosted Denim (S. Sorano) Semi double light blue pansy/white edge. Medium
green, plain, quilted. Miniature

Gleeful Elf (H. Pittman) Double dark blue/white edge. Dark green, plain.
Miniature,

Gypsy Chief Semi double Blue and white. Plain leaf.
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Kermit Double, pink, Chartreuse (yellow-green), Quilted leaf.

Mickey Mouse Double dark blue. Dark green, pointed/red back leaf.

Orchard’s Wonder Twin sport Double pink/white star. Light green, plain leaf.

Petite Blarney Double light pink /variable green-white edge. Medium green Girl
leaf.

Photo from internet.
RD’s Petite Single, pink, purple fantasy. Variegated green leaf.

Rob’s Rinky Dink ( R Robinson) Semi double dark burgundy-red pansy. Dark
green, pointed, glossy red back. Miniature

Rob’s Willy Nilly Double blush white sticktite pansy. Medium green, serrated.
Miniature.
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Miniature Trailers
Allan’s Fallen Angel Semidouble white. Variegated leaf.

Image from the Internet

Honey Bun Trail (H. Pittman) Semi double pink. Dark green. Miniature
trailer

Jersey Girl Trail Single-semidouble fuchsia pansy. Medium green girl foliage.
Miniature trailer
Image from Internet

Opera Doc Double blush pink/ variable green tips. Dark green, plain, pointed leaf.
Miniature Trailer

Image from Internet

Semi Miniatures Fully grown have a diameter of 15cms.
Bonnie Ross (L. Ray) Red/white flecks, tips. Dark green, plain. Semi miniature

Childs Play Semi double white star/rose pink eye. Medium green, quilted.
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Christening Gown (S. Sorano) Semi double white frilled pansy. Dark green. Semi
miniature

Crushed Velvet (G. Boone) Semi double burgundy frilled pansy. Dark green,
plain. Semi miniature.

Kalorama (S. Gardner) Single-Semi double mauve pansy/dark pink eye, purple
sparkle edge. Dark green/red back. Semi miniature

Little Pro Semi double pink. Dark green, quilted, pointed/red back. Semi
miniature.

Magic Blue (H. Pittman) Double dark blue/white edge. Plain. Semi miniature

Midas Glow Semi double white star/yellow markings. Medium green, plain,
quilted. Semi miniature

Miniver Rose Semi double pink. Dark green. Semi miniature.

Ness’ Crinkle Blue (D Ness) Double dark blue star/variable thin white edge.
Dark green, quilted, serrated/red back.
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Ness’ Firefly Sport Semi-double cerise.

Ness' Puppy Dreams (D. Ness) Semi double white and pink pansy.
Medium green, quilted. Semi miniature.

Ness' Satin Rose (D. Ness) Double rose-mauve two-tone star. Dark green, quilted,
scalloped/red back. Semi miniature

Ness’ Sheer Peach (D Ness) Semi double-double peach pink pansy. Medium
green, plain. Semi miniature.

Rob’s Argyle Socks Double pink star/blue fantasy. Crown variegated green,
pink, beige and tan/red back leaf. Semi miniature.

Rob’s Boogie Woogie Semi miniature medium shell pink pansy. Crown
variegated dark green and tan-beige, pointed/red back. Semi miniature.

Rob’s Fuddy Duddy Semidouble dark mauve-purple sticktite pansy. Dark green, quilted leaf. Semi
miniature.
Rob’s Heatwave Semi double light pink sticktite pansy/wide red frosted edge.
Medium dark green, quilted, serrated leaf.
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Rob's Puddy Cat (R. Robinson) Double creamy white to light pink frilled. Dark
green, quilted, serrated. Semi miniature.

Rob's Scooter (R. Robinson) Semidouble medium blue-purple sticktite pansy.
Dark green, pointed/red back. Semi miniature

Rob’s Scrumptious (R. Robison) Semi double white star/dark pink patches. Crown variegated, medium
green and white, quilted.

Rob’s Shadow Magic Semidouble dark blue. Crown variegated medium green
and gold, pointed, glossy, serrated. Semi miniature.

Rob’s Silver Spook (R Robinson) Semidouble white and light lavender. Crown
Variegation medium green, pointed. Semi miniature.

Rob’s Zipper Zapper Semi-double dark pink star/wide fuchsia-purple edge.
Dark green, pointed red-back leaf.

Sunshine Lady (H Pittman) Double pink. Variegated medium green and cream, plain. Semi
miniature.
That's Show Biz (S. Sorano) Semi double pink pansy/red sparkle fantasy
marking, edge. Dark green, plain, pointed/red back. Semi miniature
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Semi miniature trailers
Champagne Pink Trail Double light pink pansy. Crown variegation, green,
white and pink, plain, ovate.
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Deer Trail Single orchid. Medium green, plain, round leaf.
Happy Trails Double dark rose-pink star. Medium green pointed. Semi
miniature trailer
Jays’ Icecastle (J White) Semi double white pansy. Crown variegation medium
green and cream. Semi miniature trailer (Aust)

Lil Runaround Trail Double white and pink pansy. Medium green plain. Semi miniature trailer
Marion’s Enchanted Trail (H Pittman) Single medium blue. Dark green, plain.
Semi miniature trailer.

Pride's Pink Trail (C. Sotkiewicz) Double pink star. Black-green, pointed,
quilted. Semi miniature trailer

Rob’s Galiwinku Double red-orchid sticktite, dark blue fantasy. Medium green pointed leaves. Semi
miniature trailer.
Rob’s Vanilla Trail (R Robinson) Double cream to blush white pansy. Dark
green, serrated, pointed. Semi miniature Trailer.

Rob's Wagga Wagga (R. Robinson) Double dark blue sticktite/variable white
marking. Medium-dark green, plain, pointed, serrated. Semi miniature trailer

Senk’s Longlegs Semidouble-double mauve star. Variegated dark green, white and pink, ovate, pointed,
longifolia leaf. Semi miniature trailer.

